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Abstract

Advanced data processing methods for detecting unsteady boundary layer transition in
periodic aerodynamic processes by means of infrared thermography measurements are
presented. The thermal radiation emitted from the heated suction surface of a pitching airfoil
model in subsonic flow is measured with an infrared camera. The unsteady boundary layer
transition location is detected by analyzing the difference in the infrared radiation signal
over short periods of time with differential infrared thermography (DIT). The DIT method
is optimized and automated in the present study, which facilitates the extension of the part
of the motion period where valid DIT transition measurements are produced. Additionally, a
new infrared thermography data processing method is introduced in this study. The extraction
of the extrema of the measured radiation signal at fixed locations on the model surface yields
instants of the motion period that relate to the occurrence of boundary layer transition.
The local infrared thermography (LIT) approach can be extended to measuring the twodimensional unsteady boundary layer transition front.
Keywords: unsteady aerodynamics, boundary layer transition, wind tunnel testing,
pitching airfoil model, infrared thermography, data analysis
(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

From the wide range of available boundary layer trans
ition measurement techniques such as oil flow interferometry
[2], shear-stress sensitive crystals [3] or temperature-sensitive
paint [4], traditionally only fast-response techniques can be
applied in unsteady problems, in particular hot-film anemometry [5, 6]. While this long-established technique can provide
detailed insights into the unsteady boundary layer flow [7], it
is rather complex to implement, even when the data analysis
is largely automated [8].
An alternative unsteady boundary layer transition measurement technique based on the analysis of fast-response
surface pressure sensor signals has recently been developed
by Gardner and Richter [9]. The σCp-technique identifies the

The laminar-turbulent boundary layer transition location is a
crucial design parameter for airfoil aerodynamics. In aerodynamic problems with a cyclic variation of the inflow conditions, for example on helicopter rotors or wind turbine blades,
the boundary layer transition location is unsteady. Current
research studies on predicting the unsteady boundary layer
transition location in this type of problem with computational
fluid dynamics (CFD) rely on mathematical models including
empirical factors [1]. Thus accurate experimental measurements of unsteady boundary layer transition for calibration
and validation purposes are required.
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occurrence of unsteady boundary layer transition on a pitching
airfoil model as peaks in the standard deviation of the phaseaveraged surface pressure coefficient measured over multiple
pitching motion cycles. With the surface pressure sensors
being an inherent part of many wind tunnel models, the exper
imental effort is reduced with the σCp-technique [10].
Another approach to detecting unsteady boundary layer
transition is infrared thermography (IRT). The first results
for aerodynamics research with IRT were produced in a
hypersonic wind tunnel as early as 1967 [11]. In the following years, advanced infrared camera technology played an
important role in the space exploration efforts in the 1970s
[12, 13]; later the main focus of aerodynamics research with
IRT was shifted from hypersonic flows towards aerodynamics
efficiency research, in particular boundary layer diagnostics
in subsonic flows [14]. Today, IRT is an established experimental technique in aerodynamics, while the accuracy, spatial
resolution and range of applications of IRT is ever increasing
[15, 16].
The advantage of using IRT for unsteady boundary layer
transition detection is that the optical measurement technique provides an increased spatial resolution of the measurements with a decreased experimental effort compared to
the installed-sensor techniques, such as hot-film anemometry
and σCp. On the downside, the physical response time of the
measured quantity, the model surface temperature, is larger
than or at least at the same order of magnitude as the time
scale of the aerodynamic unsteadiness. This results in continuously changing surface temperatures during the unsteady
aerodynamics experiment, which impairs the conventional
IRT data analysis method for detecting boundary layer trans
ition and motivates the development of more advanced measurement data analysis methods.
The present study discusses advanced IRT data processing
methods for unsteady boundary layer transition detection.
The experimental data and simulation results in this study
have been produced for previous studies at DLR Göttingen
[17, 18] which were conducted to analyze and optimize the
differential infrared thermography (DIT) method. This study
provides a detailed analysis of the effect of the DIT image
separation time step, summarizing the findings of previous
studies. Based on this investigation, the DIT data analysis
method is automated and extended in this study. Afterwards, a
new approach for analyzing the IRT data is introduced, which
provides a more detailed insight into the unsteady behavior
of the boundary layer transition front on the model surface.
A comparison of the unsteady transition measurement results
from the advanced IRT data processing methods presented in
this study is provided.

Figure 1. Optimized DIT result from Wolf et al [18].

Figure 2. Experimental setup sketch, adapted from [18].

a temperature difference between the flow and the surface
under investigation is established and a thermal equilibrium
is reached. The same physical relations hold in unsteady aerodynamic problems, but when considering common aerospace
materials (e.g. carbon or glass fiber-reinforced polymers) at
technically relevant frequencies (around 6 Hz for helicopters), the time scale of the surface temperature response is
larger than the period of the aerodynamic unsteadiness and
no thermal equilibrium is reached on the surface. When the
surface temperature is continuously changing, a single thermographic measurement cannot be used to determine the
unsteady boundary layer transition position because it does
not necessarily reflect the current position. The thermal
response time of the surface can be improved by changing the
heating mode or the surface material properties [22], but these
modifications can be difficult to implement and they do not
eliminate the general problem. Therefore, recent research on
unsteady boundary layer transition has focused on the development of novel processing methods for IRT data measured in
unsteady aerodynamics experiments.
In 2014, Raffel and Merz [23] proposed an unsteady trans
ition detection method called differential infrared thermography (DIT) that is based on the subtraction of subsequent
thermographic measurements. The principle of DIT is measuring the moving boundary layer transition as the maximum
absolute difference between the measurements over a par
ticular time interval. This subtraction scheme avoids the slow
temperature response of the model surface. The principle of
DIT has been confirmed with a thermal simulation [17] and
the method works reliably for measuring unsteady boundary

2. Infrared thermography for unsteady boundary
layer transition detection
In steady subsonic aerodynamics, the boundary layer trans
ition location can be determined from the IRT measurements
[19] using the physical relation between the boundary layer
state [20] and the convective heat transfer level [21], when
2
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Figure 3. Infrared image of the airfoil model suction surface.

layer transition on different setups, from pitching airfoils to
large scale rotor test rigs [24, 25]. A variant of the DIT method
has been used to observe static and dynamic stall [26, 27].
Wolf et al [18] recently performed an optimization of the
DIT method for unsteady transition detection on a pitching
airfoil model, based on the recommendations given in [17].
An example result of this study is shown in figure 1 in comparison to reference measurements from the σCp-technique.
The figure shows the detected transition positions xtr/c versus
angle of attack α on the upper side of a pitching airfoil, also
revealing hysteresis effects. Two distinct differences between
the DIT result and the reference data remain after the optim
ization of DIT, a considerable phase difference during the
pitching motion upstroke and the inability to resolve the
downstream turning point of the transition movement with
DIT due to the decreased radiation signal in that region.

temperature difference 35 mK) of the model suction surface are
taken using an integration time of 0.19 ms. The image acquisition frequency is 99.98 Hz, slightly detuned from the pitching
motion frequency, which allows the resolution of the period
with 5000 points from multiple pitching motion cycles in
∆( f × t) = 2 × 10−4 increments. The airfoil model is externally heated with a 1.5 kW spotlight to establish a temperature
difference between the model and the flow of approximately
∆T ≈ 12 K. The experimental setup is sketched in figure 2.
A sample infrared image from this setup, taken at a static
angle of attack α = 1.5◦ is given in figure 3. In this single
measurement with k  =  0, the boundary layer transition region
can be identified at x/c ≈ 0.45 from the spatial radiation
intensity gradient, however, Wolf et al illustrate in [18] how
this method fails for k  >  0. A turbulent wedge is present in
the model center, where the boundary layer transition location
is visibly moved upstream. The turbulent wedge persists at
the same spanwise location in all measurements and its occurrence is therefore accredited to the locally increased surface
roughness resulting from a small model surface defect. For
the further analysis of the thermographic data, the measured
radiation intensities per pixel are mapped to the chord length
and averaged over the spanwise region indicated in green
in figure 3. A fully converged periodic surface temperature
behavior could not be achieved in the experiment, the longterm temperature drift is corrected as described in [18]. Since
the employed data analysis methods do not rely on absolute
temperature levels, a conversion of the measured radiation
intensity I to temperature T is not performed in this study and
the infrared camera measurements are given in counts.
The simulation results analyzed in this study are produced
with a coupled simulation of the unsteady aerodynamics of a
pitching DSA-9A airfoil with the 2D URANS code DLR-TAU
and of the airfoil suction surface temperature with a thermal
FEM model. The simulations are loosely coupled, which means
that the CFD solution is computed first and the results are used
as input to the thermal FEM model. The simulations have
been set up and performed by Gardner et al, as described and
reported in [17]. The flow conditions for the CFD simulation

3. Setup
The experimental setup for this study is identical to that
described in [18], to which the reader is referred for a more
detailed description of the hardware components, exper
imental layout and data processing procedures. A DSA-9A
helicopter airfoil model made out of carbon fiber-reinforced
epoxy (chord length c  =  0.3 m, span width s = 0.997 m) is
measured in the open jet ‘1MG’ wind tunnel of DLR Göttingen
at V∞ = 50 m s−1 ( Ma = 0.14, Re = 1 × 106 ). The model
pitches around its quarter-chord axis, driven by an electric
actuation mechanism. This study examines data for test cases
with pitch angle α(t) = 4◦ − α1 cos(2πf × t), where α1 = 6◦
and f   =  2 Hz (reduced frequency k = (πf × c)/V∞ = 0.038)
or f   =  4 Hz (reduced frequency k  =  0.075). The airfoil model
is equipped with Kulite fast-response pressure sensors
installed under the model surface that are sampled at 200 kHz.
The boundary layer transition location is determined from
the pressure sensor signals using the σCp-technique. The
test time is 50 s, during which 5000 infrared images with a
Flir SC7750-L camera (511 × 636 pixels, noise-equivalent
3
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Figure 4. Effects of varying ∆( f × t) when performing DIT on the simulation data: (a) effect on the DIT transition location, (b) effect on
the DIT signal.
Table 1. Thermal FEM simulation parameters [17].

are Ma = 0.30 and Re = 1.8 × 106. The pitching motion is
described by α(t) = 4.3◦ − 6◦ cos(2πf × t) with f   =  6.6 Hz
(reduced frequency k  =  0.060). The unsteady boundary layer
transition is modeled with an external boundary layer procedure based on the eN-method with an amplification factor of
N  =  10, and then fed back to the flow solver for each time
step. The skin friction distributions Cf(x,t) and pressure distributions Cp(x,t) are saved as results from the URANS simulation. The reference unsteady transition location is determined
from the skin friction result, it corresponds to the location of
the maximum gradient (∂Cf /∂x)max.
For the thermal FEM model, the skin friction results are
used to calculate the heat transfer by means of the Reynolds
analogy. In this thermal model, only the wall normal conduction is modeled. The airfoil surface is modeled as uniform
material with the thermal properties of epoxy. To represent
the incoming heat flux from the spotlight HL in the model,
a constant heat source is imposed at the top element in the
thermal model. The parameters for the thermal FEM simulation are summarized in table 1. The result of the simulation is the unsteady surface temperature distribution over the
pitching motion period T(x, t).

Parameter

Value

Cells in vertical direction
Wall thickness
Simulation time step
Thermal conductivity κ
Heat capacity CP
Material density ρ
Lamp heat flux HL

800
5.5 mm
5 × 10−5 s
0.5 W (m × K)−1
2300 J (kg × K)−1
1180 kg m−3
2000 W m−2

subtracted temperature distributions. The DIT signal is the
value of this temperature difference. The results for the DIT
transition measurement and the DIT signal over the pitching
motion period are shown for three different DIT image separation time steps ∆( f × t) in figure 4. The transition location
from the analysis of Cf is shown for reference.
The DIT measurement phase lag with respect to the reference increases with increasing ∆( f × t), and the DIT signal
increases with increasing ∆( f × t), as further discussed in [17].
Note that the spikes in the DIT signal have no physical meaning,
they result from a discrete propagation of the transition location
in the simulation. The non-smooth transition movement also
produces some scatter in the DIT transition measurements, in
particular for the smaller ∆( f × t). A part of the motion period
cannot be measured with DIT because the regions with forward
and backward moving transition were separated to avoid systematic measurement errors. Boundary layer transition does not
occur downstream of x/c  >  0.6 in this configuration, therefore
all DIT data points where xtr/c  >  0.6 have been removed from
the result. These outliers occur when the boundary layer transition position remains unchanged during the DIT time step.
Remaining outliers in the DIT transition measurement are
removed with a median filter of window size 5, in the last step
the filtered values for xtr/c are linearly interpolated.
In figure 5, the DIT measurement error, averaged over
the motion period, is shown versus ∆( f × t). The transition

4. Effect of varying the DIT image separation time
step
In order to design an automated optimization procedure for
the DIT image separation time step, a detailed understanding
of its effect is required. The previous studies suggest that
relatively large DIT time steps introduce systematic measurement errors, while smaller time steps produce also smaller
temperature differences. In the following, DIT is applied
to the results of the unsteady surface temperature computation from the simulation. The DIT transition measurement,
at a given phase in the oscillation cycle, is the location of
the maximum absolute temperature difference between two
4
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Figure 5. DIT transition measurement error over ∆( f × t): (a) total measurement error, (b) phase lag, (c) amplitude measurement error.

•	During the upstroke the transition location is expected to
move upstream, during the downstroke it is expected to
move downstream. The direction of the transition movement determines the sign of the measured DIT signal,
which is therefore used to filter random outliers from the
transition measurement.
•	Filter outliers from the DIT measurements with a sanity
check of the measured transition location based on static
polar data. The unsteady transition location for an instantaneous α(t) is excepted within ±0.25c of the transition
location at the same α in steady flow conditions.
•	Group the DIT measurements into 100 equally spaced
time bins for each ∆( f × t).
•	Perform a discrete-continuous transformation of the DIT
measurements in each bin for each ∆( f × t) to a nor
malized probability density function.
•	Save the peak P of the normalized probability density
function as transition measurement result xtr/c for the
respective bin.
•	The xtr/c-result for a bin is filtered when the corresponding
P is smaller than 10% of the median value of P over the
period.
•	For each ∆( f × t), average the values of P for all bins to
a ‘certainty parameter’ defined as P .

measurement error RMS is defined as a root-mean-square of
the difference between the DIT result and the reference transition. The total error is split into two components, the phase
lag error ∆t and the amplitude measurement error amp. The
phase lag error is determined with a cross-correlation of the
DIT transition measurement and the reference transition. The
number of samples corresponding to the cross-correlation
peak is converted into the phase lag error ∆t . The amplitude
measurement error is the remaining root-mean-square error
after the phase lag error is corrected by shifting the DIT transition in phase by ∆t . It originates from the discretization of
the problem in the simulation setup. The transition measurement error decreases nearly linearly from ∆( f × t) = 0.1
until ∆( f × t) = 0.02 and is approximately constant between
0 < ∆( f × t) < 0.02. The value of amp is not changing
by more than ±0.003. The phase lag error decreases with
decreasing ∆( f × t), this effect diminishes for the smallest
∆( f × t) and a phase lag error of ∆t ≈ 0.008 remains. Thus,
using ∆( f × t) < 0.01 reduces the phase lag well below 1%
of the period, such that the amplitude measurement error
remains as the major contribution to the total error.
5. Optimization of the DIT time step
5.1. Automated selection of the DIT time step

The certainty parameter P that results from this procedure
rises steeply from P = 0 at ∆( f × t) = 0 to a nearly constant
value at ∆( f × t) ≈ 0.03, as shown for various experimental
conditions in figure 6. For the optimization, a small DIT time
step is desirable, hence ∆( f × t) should be as small as possible while the result is still reliable, i.e. P is not too low.
This requirement can be implemented by selecting a threshold
for P and using the first ∆( f × t) that exceeds this threshold
as the optimum. For this study, the threshold 0.8 × Pmax is
selected, where Pmax is the maximum of P for each respective
test case over all ∆( f × t). The DIT transition measurement
result with the smallest ∆( f × t) where P is larger than the

The findings of the analysis of the simulation results are used
to develop a systematic optimization procedure for analyzing
experimental data. This can be achieved by implementing an
automated selection of the DIT time step. To perform this
automated selection, the procedure consisting of the following
steps is implemented.
•	Perform DIT for all 5000 data points with each available
DIT time step within 0 < ∆( f × t) < 0.1, producing
4999 DIT measurements over the period for each individual ∆( f × t).

5
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Figure 6. Certainty parameter P over ∆( f × t) in the experiment.

Figure 7. Schematic of the working principle of ADIT for a fixed first image: (a) DIT signal over ∆( f × t), (b) DIT measurement and true

reference transition.

on synthetic data resembling the experiment. The criterion for
the automated selection of the DIT time step is based on the
DIT signal ∆I and a noise threshold level tn. In figure 7(a),
∆I as it depends on the time step is shown together with the
noise threshold tn. If ∆( f × t) is too small, ∆I is below the
threshold tn and no valid DIT transition measurement result
can be obtained when using real data. The ADIT algorithm
automatically selects the first ∆( f × t) that produces a sufficient DIT signal ∆I > tn . This reduces the DIT transition
measurement error as far as possible within the limits of the
available signal, as illustrated in figure 7(b).
In the following, the ADIT method is implemented for the
experimental test case with k  =  0.038. The noise threshold
tn for the application of ADIT is specified as the minimum
absolute value of the DIT signal over the entire period for the

threshold (typically 0.01 < ∆( f × t) < 0.02 ) will be referred
to as optimized DIT result in the following.
5.2. Adaptive time step DIT (ADIT)

A different approach to optimizing the DIT method is adaptive
time step DIT (ADIT), where the image separation time step
between the two subtracted IRT measurements is not constant
over the motion period, but automatically adapted according
to a specified criterion for the measured DIT signal. The idea
behind this application is that the ADIT method provides a
transition measurement with a smaller measurement error
compared to conventional DIT, particularly for thermographic
measurements with varying signal strength. The working principle of ADIT is illustrated schematically in figure 7, based

6
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Figure 8. Application of ADIT to the experimental data: (a) adapted and optimized constant ∆( f × t), (b) peak probability per time bin
with ADIT and optimized DIT.

Figure 9. Transition measurement with ADIT and optimized DIT.

more data points that are not filtered with the post-processing
algorithm and thus PADIT > PDIT . Several ADIT data points
accumulate when the transition movement speed is changing
and ∆( f × t) is adapted accordingly, causing a local increase
of P  >  1 as peaks of the normalized probability density function there.
Figure 9 shows the transition location result obtained with
ADIT using the same transition measurement data post-processing procedure as for optimized DIT, which is shown for
comparison. For reference, the quasi-steady transition prediction is shown as well. The transition measurement results
from ADIT and optimized DIT are essentially identical for
0.15 < f × t < 0.9. However, ADIT is able to measure the
transition movement also around the downstream turning
point, while optimized DIT produces no valid data in this
region. Considering the agreement with the behavior of the

respective ∆( f × t), with an additional margin of five camera
counts, which is sufficient to remove random outliers, hence
tn (∆( f × t)) = ∆Inoise (∆( f × t)) + 5 . As an additional constraint, the maximum allowed ∆( f × t) is 0.1. The implementation of ADIT is illustrated in figure 8. The working principle
of ADIT is shown by the adapted ∆( f × t) in comparison to the
optimized constant ∆( f × t). For the largest part of the period,
the adapted time step is smaller than the optimized constant
∆( f × t). When the transition movement slows down near the
motion turning points, the DIT signal strength ∆I decreases
and the adapted time step ∆( f × t) increases accordingly.
The functioning of the ADIT approach is demonstrated by the
values of P for each time bin in the post-processing procedure
of ADIT and optimized DIT. It can be deduced from the comparison of P over phase that the ADIT method produces more
valid transition measurement data points over the period, i.e.
7
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Figure 10. LIT signal processing steps at x/c  =  0.31: (a) intensity signal over time, (b) signal ordered in phase, (c) smoothed intensity

signal, (d) intensity gradient.

quasi-steady transition at the downstream turning point, the
transition measurement results from ADIT in this region
appear correct.

on a different spanwise position, so that reference transition
phase instants determined with σCp are available.
The radiation intensity signal over time I(t) shown in
figure 10(a) is ordered in phase in accordance with the
simultaneously measured α(t), see figure 10(b). Because the
ordered signal is too noisy for an accurate direct computation
of the finite difference gradient, a moving-average smoothing
(window size ±1% of the period) is performed, resulting
in the curve shown in figure 10(c). Then, the intensity gradient ∂I/∂( f × t) was computed from finite differences, see
figure 10(d). Figures 10(c) and (d) mark the extrema of the
shown signals and also show the boundary layer transition
instants in phase as determined with the σCp-analysis of the
pressure signal.
For this chord position x/c  =  0.31, the boundary layer flow
in the center of the period (0.24 < f × t < 0.78) is turbulent,

6. Local infrared thermography (LIT)
6.1. Principle and application

An alternative data analysis method for the IRT measurements is local infrared thermography (LIT), which is based
on evaluating the time variation of the surface temperature (or
radiation intensity I) signal at fixed locations on the model
surface. The data processing procedure for the application of
LIT to the experimental test case with k  =  0.075 is illustrated
in figure 10 for the chord position x/c  =  0.31. This chord position is selected because a pressure sensor is installed there

8
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Figure 11. Results before post-processing from the analysis of (a) I and (b) ∂I/∂( f × t), with σCp-measurements for reference.

and at the beginning and end of the period the flow is laminar.
The intensity signal in figure 10(c) is generally increasing
when the experienced flow is laminar and decreasing when
turbulent. This can be explained with the different heat transfer
levels corresponding to either a laminar or turbulent boundary
layer and the slow temperature response of the airfoil model
surface compared to the pitching motion period. The extrema
of the intensity curve are therefore connected to the boundary
layer transition passing this location. The reference transition
measured with σCp confirms this. It is noted that the detected
peaks are leading the reference transition in phase by −0.91%
of the period on the motion upstroke (local boundary layer
transition to turbulence) and by −2.39% of the period on the
motion downstroke (local relaminarization).
The analysis of the local intensity gradient in figure 10(d)
reveals two distinct peaks that correlate with the occurrence
of boundary layer transition as well. These peaks appear
shortly after the intensity signal has reached its extremum
and after the σCp transition location, the phase lag is 3.12%
of the period during the pitching motion upstroke and 0.85%
of the period on the downstroke. The physical argument for
relating these peaks to boundary layer transition is that the
laminar boundary layer causes surface warming and the turbulent boundary layer causes surface cooling when no thermal
equilibrium is reached.
In figure 11, the described LIT approach is applied to all
sampled chord locations. It shows the individual results for
the extrema of I (figure 11(a)) and ∂I/∂( f × t) (figure 11(b))
as dots in comparison to the boundary layer transition location
measurements with optimized DIT and σCp. In general, the
observations from the analysis of x/c  =  0.31 can be extended
to the entire chord length. However, peaks in the signal are
also detected when no boundary layer transition occurs at the
respective location according to the DIT and σCp measurements (in figure 11 upstream of x/c ≈ 0.15 and downstream
of x/c ≈ 0.8 ). At these locations, the local temperature signal
shows a peak-and-trough behavior which is not associated

with the occurrence of boundary layer transition. Instead, it is
linked to the periodic pitching motion and the resulting periodic changes in the flow field around the airfoil. This leads to
the occurrence of the temperature extrema around the extrema
of the pitching motion, hence around f × t = 0.5 and near
f × t = 0 or f × t = 1 in figure 11(a).
The data processing of the measured extrema follows
three steps. First, the analysis of the data points is restricted
to regions where boundary layer transition is expected to
occur based on static polar data. This is achieved by evaluating the static transition polar at the smallest and largest α
of the pitching motion, adding a margin of 0.1c and removing
data points that appear outside of the region in between. In the
next step, the transition points xtr/c are extracted for each point
in phase using 100 equally spaced time bins over the period
and taking the median x/c value of the data points in each
bin. Finally, the resulting transition movement over phase is
smoothed using a median filter with kernel size 3.
There is no qualitative difference between the results from
the LIT intensity gradient analysis and optimized DIT in
figure 11(b). Since both transition measurement methods are
based on the same physical argument, it is noted here that performing DIT with a small ∆( f × t) and detecting the peaks of
the local intensity gradient are equivalent operations. Filtered
LIT results from the analysis of the extrema of I are compared
to DIT and σCp results in detail in the following chapter.
6.2. Application to two-dimensional IRT data

The LIT approach can be readily extended from the shown
one-dimensional analysis to analyzing the entire airfoil model
surface. For that, the image data processing procedure is
adjusted from the analysis of spanwise averaged data to single
pixels. The individual results per pixel from the LIT method
are connected to a boundary layer transition front by marking
each pixel as ‘transitional’ for the determined extremum
phase instant over ±1% of the period and then computing the
9
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Figure 12. LIT measurements of the two-dimensional transition front.

median location of the transitional pixels for each streamwise
pixel array.
Figure 12 shows the boundary layer transition front determined with LIT for three phase instants on the upstroke
(figures 12(a), (c) and (e)) and downstroke (figures 12(b), (d)
and (f)). Flow is from left to right, darker regions are colder
and the boundary layer transition front is shown in white.
The six example phase instants are selected such that images
shown side by side are from the same instantaneous angle of
attack α(t). Note that the plotted positions of the transition
fronts determined with LIT cannot be deduced directly from
the individual thermographic images in the background of
figure 12 due to the slow temperature response of the surface
material compared to the pitching motion frequency.

The measured boundary layer transition fronts reveal
that transition is triggered early in the model center and on
the sides. In particular, the turbulent wedge in the model
center is more pronounced during the upstroke and when
the transition front is further downstream. As a quantification of this premature transition, the transition measurement difference between the spanwise region that was used
for the one-dimensional analysis and the most upstream
transition point is ∆x/c ≈ 0.15 during the upstroke at
f × t = 0.15 and ∆x/c ≈ 0.09 during the downstroke at
f × t = 0.85. It is noted that neither of these features of
the boundary layer transition front, nor the visible surface
defects on the airfoil model decrease the effectiveness of
the LIT technique.
10
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Figure 13. Transition measurements with LIT, DIT and σCp.

phase by up to 5% of the period and the measurements
from LIT and ADIT show qualitative differences near the
motion turning points.
•	The σCp-measurements downstream of x/c  =  0.65 show
a step compared to the measurements further upstream.
This step produces transition measurements further
upstream than expected from a smooth curve during the
beginning and end of the motion period.
•	The comparison of the results from LIT and σCp suggests that the LIT results near the motion turning points
do not capture the onset of the transition motion in the
changed direction. Instead, LIT measures spurious trans
ition locations after the motion has stopped on the motion
downstroke.
•	The LIT measurements lead the σCp transition in phase
during the downstroke by up to 5% of the period, during
the upstroke this phase difference is systematically
reduced to less than 3% of the period.
•	
The results from ADIT and σCp are in very good
qualitative and quantitative agreement. Both techniques
reproduce the entire transition movement without exhibiting distinct overall systematic measurement errors and
with a small level of random scatter in the data.
•	The implementation of the data processing and analysis
steps of LIT is simplified compared to DIT or ADIT and
the computational effort is reduced.

The pixelwise LIT results shown in figure 12 are based on
the analysis of the extrema of the radiation intensity per pixel.
The same procedure can be applied for the intensity gradient
extrema, however the implementation without computing the
gradient is computationally cheaper and produces a smoother
behavior of the boundary layer transition over phase with the
described post-processing activities.
7. Comparison of the methods
In figure 13, the transition measurement results for k  =  0.075
from the LIT intensity peak detection and ADIT are shown
together with the reference transition measurements from the
fast-response σCp-technique. The figure includes two graphical representations of the same measurement results; while
the transition location plotted over phase (figure 13(a)) is
useful to investigate the transition location during the upstroke
and the downstroke separately, the hysteresis plot over angle
of attack α (figure 13(b)) is particularly useful to investigate
the unsteady aerodynamics effects on the transition measurement results.
The following observations are made.
•	The transition measurements from LIT and ADIT are in
good qualitative agreement during the upstroke and the
downstroke. ADIT measures the entire transition motion
over the period while LIT is not, as it fails to return reliable results for the downstream transition point reversal.
The LIT measurements lead the ADIT measurements in

While the measurements from ADIT and σCp are in excellent agreement for the downstroke, a considerable difference
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between ADIT and σCp is observed during the upstroke. A
systematic measurement phase lag of approximately 3% of
the period is introduced, which results in a transition measurement difference of up to ∆xtr /c ≈ 0.07 during mid-upstroke.
An explanation for this difference is the variation in the
dynamic behavior of the turbulent wedge in the model center
during the up- and downstroke. The pressure taps for the σCp
measurements are located in the center of the airfoil model
and are therefore affected by the turbulent wedge. With the
two-dimensional implementation of LIT, it was found that the
length of the turbulent wedge varies by ∆x/c ≈ 0.06 during
the motion upstroke and downstroke. This means that the
variation in the length of the turbulent wedge is at the order of
magnitude of the transition measurement difference between
ADIT and σCp.

separation time step has to be performed and the post-processing of the results is simplified.
LIT can be extended to the investigation of the entire
model surface by applying the measurement scheme at
single pixel level. This approach allows the examination of
the unsteady two-dimensional behavior for the boundary
layer transition front in a level of detail that could not be
achieved with any other technique before. A turbulent wedge
is observed in the airfoil model center, where the pressure
taps are located. The analysis of the dynamic behavior of the
turbulent wedge provides a convincing explanation for the
remaining differences between the ADIT and σCp transition
measurement results.
The LIT approach relies on a densely spaced sampling
of the signal over time, which makes it useful only for periodic unsteady processes with the currently feasible sampling
rates for infrared cameras and unsteady phenomena at technically relevant motion frequencies. The DIT method is not as
limited in terms of flow conditions, it has been applied successfully to quasi-steady as well as highly unsteady flows in
previous studies. However, in order to reduce the systematic
DIT measurement error, the image separation time step has
to be decreased until the DIT signal can be just identified in
the random noise of the infrared camera. Therefore, sophisticated DIT transition measurement outlier removal strategies
are needed, as those presented in this study.
In future studies, the unsteady boundary layer transition
detection methods presented in this study can be applied to
any three-dimensional wing geometry in unsteady periodic
wind tunnel experiments. As the methods are based on the
optical IRT technique, they can be applied to all model scales
and no instrumentation of the model is required. This makes
the methods particularly useful for rotating systems, from
model rotors in the laboratory to full scale flight testing on
helicopter rotors.

8. Conclusions
Advanced infrared thermography data processing methods
for measuring unsteady boundary layer transition have been
explored in this study. The analyzed data was measured on the
suction surface of a pitching airfoil model in the wind tunnel
with an infrared camera. The already established differential
infrared thermography (DIT) method for measuring unsteady
boundary layer transition has been automated and extended in
this study. The newly introduced adaptive DIT approach with
variable time separation produces more valid transition measurements over the period than optimized DIT with a constant
time separation. The ADIT transition measurement result is in
very good agreement with reference measurements from the
σCp-technique. Considerable systematic differences between
the ADIT and σCp results remain during the relaminarization
on the pitching motion upstroke.
An alternative discussed measurement approach is local
infrared thermography (LIT), where the measured radiation
signal is analyzed at fixed locations. When analyzing the
extrema of these signals, the produced result is an unsteady
boundary layer transition measurement over phase comparable
in accuracy to the result from optimized DIT. The argumentation for using the extrema as indicators for the occurrence of
boundary layer transition is the different heat transfer behavior
of laminar and turbulent boundary layers. It is observed in the
temperature signal that the temperature decreases during the
part of period where the boundary layer flow is turbulent and
increases when the flow is laminar, which is expected from
the difference in heat transfer (in view of the different skin
friction levels and the Reynolds analogy) and from the slow
temperature response of the airfoil model surface material
relative to the pitching motion period.
As an alternative to analyzing the extrema of the signal, the
temporal gradient of the measured signal can be analyzed as
well. The local gradient shows two distinct peaks on the upand downstroke, which can be extracted and interpolated to a
boundary layer transition result that is equivalent to the result
from optimized DIT with a constant time separation. The
data processing activities are reduced with the LIT approach
compared to DIT, because no optimization of the DIT image
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